Letter of Invitation

Dear IEEE friends,

It is our great honour to invite you to the 2nd IEEE Central European Student Branch Congress – CEuSBC 2013 which will be held in Opole from 13th to 15th May 2013. There are uncountable reasons why you should come to Opole and join this extraordinary event!

IEEE CEuSBC is an international event where more than 100 young engineering students and young professionals from Central Europe and neighbouring regions meet together to familiarize with trends in science and technology, discuss present and future engineering challenges, develop new skills and share technical, social and professional experiences. Moreover, the CEuSBC is the right place where students can learn more about the IEEE and reflect on their careers.

IEEE CEuSBC 2013 gives all participants an unrepeatable opportunity to take a part in different technical workshops and soft skill courses. Without a doubt the congress provides interesting talks with professors, experience exchange with IEEE members as well as interaction with industry representatives. Last but not least, CEuSBC 2013 social activity program gives great possibility to make new international friendships and to establish promising co-operations between IEEE R8 Student Branches.

Mark 13 – 15 May 2013 in your calendars and take the chance to join the pleasant experience! Let us continue the promising tradition started in Linz (Austria). The early bird registration will be open on 7 February 2013. For more information you can visit official congress website: http://ceusbc2013.ieeeopole.org/ as well as Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ieeeceusbc2013.

We are looking forward to seeing you all in Opole!

Piotr Graca  
IEEE Opole SB Chair

Jan Zimon  
IEEE Opole SB Counselor